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Smorgasbord

here’s probably no neighborhood in New
York City where the word “Smorgasbord” is
more appropriate than Bay Ridge, Brooklyn. Here, in what once was the heart of
Scandinavian New York , you’ll find a significant
Islamic community, represented by people from
Egypt, Morocco, Lebanon, Turkey and other countries
of the Middle East and the Mediterranean—and food
markets and restaurants to feed them. But there are
also shops and markets catering to Bay Ridgeans from
Greece, Poland, and Ireland, and from China, Korea
and Vietnam, and Russia, too; the latest waves of
newcomers include Chinese spilling over from Sunset
Park and Russians moving here from Brighton Beach,
Bensonhurst and other neighborhoods. And here I
found the only sushi-Mexican restaurant I’ve seen in
all of New York City. (Correct me if you know of
others!)

products from Ireland, and for both, much of the business is mail order.

Bay Ridge is far more cosmopolitan than I thought;
I’d envisioned a small-town corner of the city, and,
instead, found an almost global array of markets and
eateries. Third Avenue, with a cornucopia of restaurants, cafes and markets, reminds me of a smaller
scale version of Manhattan’s Ninth Avenue. For the
first-time visitor, its diversity and quality are surprising. Perhaps most fascinating is the Arabic section on
Fifth Avenue. I’d heard years ago that many families
that had established successful businesses in downtown Brooklyn along Atlantic Avenue had settled in
Bay Ridge and that a Middle Eastern/North African
community had grown up there. But until I saw it, I
had no idea of its scope. Now, along more than 10
blocks, are all sorts of markets, clothing stores, cafes,
restaurants, gift and book shops and services catering
Years ago a friend of Norwegian descent exhorted me to this growing community. These stores serve not
to visit Bay Ridge in mid-May to see the Norwegian just families that have lived here for generations, but a
Independence Day Parade on Third Avenue. It’s taken new community of immigrants who feel at home here.
(gulp!) about 30 years to catch up with him. But the
The Verrazano Bridge looms in the distance from
parade still takes place, culminating in the aptly
many vantage points, almost like a picture frame,
named Leif Ericson Park, even as the population of
while many side streets look as they have for many
Norwegians, and Scandinavians overall, descendants
years – like the quintessential urban village.
of sailors who once settled here, has shrunk. Today
there’s just one market dedicated exclusively to NorMyra Alperson, Editor
dic products, and another that offers some, along with
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Don’t forget to visit
Bay Ridge on
May 17th when the
neighborhood celebrates Norwegian Independence Day in
Owl’s Head Park. But
first take a NoshWalk
in nearby Sunset
Park! The Norwegian
Independence Day
Parade takes place
on May 18th!

B

ay Ridge is one of New York
City’s greenest neighborhoods,
although you might not be aware
of this if you just follow the tours
in the newsletter. But if you head west of
Third Avenue, you will eventually reach
Shore Road Park, one of the most glorious
recreational sites in New York City (marred
only by noise of cars on Shore Parkway) . It
includes many playing fields as well as bicycle and pedestrian path that runs along the
Narrows, with brilliant vistas of Staten Island, and, from certain angles, of the Manhattan harbor in the distance. Owl’s Head Park
is at 68th Street between Colonial and Shore
Roads. At Shore Road between Bay Ridge
Avenue and 72nd Street you’ll find the Narrows Botanical Gardens (www.narrowsbg.
org), (see page 6). Leif Ericson Park is at
66th Street spanning Fifth Avenue to Fort
Hamilton Parkway. There’s been some recent
renovation and you’ll notice Viking motifs
on the fencing around the park area.

train, which is exOwl’s Head Park
BAY RIDGE
press in Manhattan
Botanical Gardens
and sweeps over
Leif Ericson Park at
the
Manhattan
66th Street
Bridge, and then
takes just two stops
3rd Ave.
after Canal Street
4th Ave.
to get to 36th Street
5th Ave.
in
Br oo kl yn ;
Municipal Parking Lot
change there for
the R.
By bus within
Brooklyn:
The
B37 runs along
Third Avenue (but
not often) and the
B63 runs along
Fifth Avenue. At
this writing, because of road construction,
the
southbound B63
turns west on Bay
Ridge
Parkway
(equivalent to 75th
St.) and south on
Fourth
Avenue
towards
Shore
Park. The B1 links
86th Str
Bay Ridge and
eet
Brighton Beach.
Check the MTA
Web site (www.
mta.nyc.ny.us) for the exact route.
east side of Fifth Avenue between 85th and 86th
By car: Exit the Gowanus Expressway at 86th Streets; enter on 85th Street. ☼
Street. A municipal parking lot is located on the
ow
s

ay Ridge is located in southwestern
Brooklyn. It is bounded by The Narrows on the west, 86th Street tp the
south, the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway to the north, and the Fort Hamilton
Parkway to the east (which is just east of Sixth
Avenue). The main commercial streets are
Third Avenue—Bay Ridge’s “Restaurant Row.”
and Fifth Avenue, which has many markets as
well as restaurants and bakeries. Fourth Avenue, where the R subway train runs, is lined
with houses of worship, genteel apartment
buildings, and a few stores clustered near Bay
Ridge Avenue and 86th Street. Many of the
side streets, especially those west of Third Avenue, are beautiful. There are blocks of handsome brownstones and others of detached Victorian-era houses and still others of attached
homes from different periods starting at the
turn-of-the-century. Closer to the Narrows, the
price of homes moves upward, and some detached houses with their own lawns sell for upwards of $1 million. Eighty-Sixth Street will
interrupt the calm that characterizes much of
Bay Ridge, with vast chain stores and traffic
jams. Several bus lines run here, linking Bay
Ridge to downtown Brooklyn and to Brighton
Beach and Coney Island.
TRANSPORTATION
By subway: The R train heads straight to Bay
Ridge, terminating in Fort Hamilton, a residential enclave to the south of 86th Street. Bay
Ridge stops include Bay Ridge Avenue
(equivalent to 69th St.), 77th and 86th Streets.
Although you can pick up the R train in Manhattan, it is slow. I recommend taking the W
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Getting Oriented

Tips for Touring
membership in some churches has declined,
some have begun sharing space with neighborhood newcomers, so that, for instance, a Korean
church shares space with one of the old timers.
Bay Ridge has two nice independent bookstores. Bay Ridge Book Store (8506 Fourth
Avenue, 718.6880.5137) is the smaller of the
two, with a modest selection of books on New
York City and children’s books. A Novel Idea
(8415 Third Avenue, 718.833.5115) is a big,
homey place with plush chairs where you can
park yourself for a good read! Bay Ridge also
has tons of gift shops. I’ve mentioned a few
Egyptian shops on Fifth Avenue, but you might
also want to check out Village Irish Imports
(8505 Third Avenue), which provides a mirror
into one of the older ethnic groups in the area.

Eating Italian in Bay Ridge…
After my favorite Italian place in Bay Ridge
Yasser Madbouly, owner of King Falafel at
closed, I didn’t check out any others. I kept hearing the names of several places from various
7408 Third Avenue, poses, left, with
people I met, so you can look forward in the
restaurant manager Hisham Naciri
next issue’s NoshNotes to reviews of Areo (8424
When I began visiting Bay Ridge, I figured
Third Ave.); Canedo’s (7316 Third Ave.), which
that Fourth Avenue would be a busy commerbuildings and a lot of churches (and one syna- I’m told is Mexican-owned; Gino’s (7415 Fifth
cial strip since the R subway line runs along it.
gogue). As the population has changed and Ave.) and Il Mediterraneo (8221 Fifth Ave.). ☼
Wrong!
Page 2 Rather, it’s lined with prewar apartment
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pies: Greek, made with phyllo
and feta cheese ($2.50), and
Syrian. baked in dough ($1.50).
A delicious rice pilaf mixes pine
nuts, green peas, raisins and
almonds. They’ve added Middle
Eastern gourmet wraps, such as
stuffed grape leaves with greens
served on a garlic wrap in yogurt
sauce ($5.95). The most expensive dish is charbroiled lamb
chops ($12.95). I’ve had okra
stew with lamb and bean stew—
each $9. You get a starter plate
of olives, peppers, pickled radish and fresh pita, so you’ll be Minerva Dabas started The Family Store at
almost full when your entrée
6905 Third Avenue to sell the magnificent
arrives! Next door, Sancho’s Middle Eastern dishes and pastries she makes.
(7410
Third
Ave.,
718.748.0770) has been in
Bay Ridge for years, serving Spanish pa- name on 32-20 Broadway in Astoria . You
ellas (just $13.95), shrimp entrees, crab can get all kinds of coffees and rich
meat and more. I found it a lovely, calm Greek pastries to savor with them.
haven, with fine service that I welcomed (Mykonos, the Greek restaurant next
on a day when I felt particularly bedrag- door at 7616 Third Ave., offers an intergled. The menu is reasonable (I paid $10 esting menu, but I’d rather go to Astoria
for shrimp in garlic sauce and a bever- for a great Greek meal!) Arachne Anage). Some restaurants derive their ap- tiques & Café (7922 Third Ave.) is an
peal from the personality of their owners, eccentric space that sells antiques and
and that, I think is what draws many folks offers beverages and snacks. Caffe Café
to Tanoreen (7704 Third Ave., (8401 Third Ave., 718.748-8700) is a
718.748.5600), which Rawia Bishara lovely coffee house, with all sorts of flaopened in 1999. It seems more like her vored coffees, teas, sorbets, desserts
living room, as she invites—no, implores—
and so on. I like the go-slow ambiance:
you to try her specialties, including vegebuy a book up the street and read it here!
tarian stuffed cabbage; cauliflower salad
with pomegranate syrup, tahini, mint and (See p. 2 for book store info.) Markets:
olive oil; an olive spread with capers, Perhaps the block onththe eastth side of
garlic and spices; a pungent cheese Third Ave. between 69 and 70 Streets
salad that I particularly liked; and pickled best encapsulates Bay Ridge. The Family
eggplant, plus plenty of grilled chicken, Store (6905 Third Ave., 718.748.0207)
lamb and ground meat entrees, of which specializes in Lebanese home cooking
the most expensive is just $13. (kibbee – Lebanese meatballs; fried zuc(Appetizers range from $3.50 to $7.50.) I chini, stewed okra and other vegetable
usually don’t think of the word “sweet” to dishes, dips, pilaf, Lebanese pastries)
describe a French eatery, but it works plus nuts and dried fruit, prepared foods,
with Provence-en-Boite (8303 Third Ave., breads, packaged goods and cookbooks.
718.759.1515), a cute bistro that Jean Minerva Dabas, who is from Palestine,
Jacques and Leslie Bernat opened only 2 founded the store in 1981. The cashews
1/2 years ago but already feels en- here are among the biggest and freshest
trenched in the neighborhood. The menu I’ve ever had. Next door is Nordic Delicaincludes $7 ham, chicken or mushroom cies (6909 Third Ave., 718.748.1874),
crepes for lunch and a $13.50 prix fixe which, in addition to Norwegian fish and
Sunday brunch (although various add- homemade codfish cakes, cheeses, jams
ons lift the tab). Dinner entrees, which and other edibles, also sells Norwegian
range from $15 to $18, including braised troll dolls, T-shirts and mugs. Co-owners
rabbit, monk fish, Coquilles St. Jacques Helena Bakke and Arlene Rutuelo
in whiskey sauce and a fine bouillabaisse (mother and daughter) launched the
Provencal – fish soup with saffron rouille store in 1987 to provide specialties to
(garlic paste). You can buy rich French Scandinavians locally, but their catalog
pastries as well as aprons, cloth napkins and Web site address a growing national
and other kitchen needs. (NOTE: Some constituency, and they do big business
restaurants in Bay
around the U.S. during holiday season.
Ridge are closed
(See ww.nordicdeli.com). Cangiano’s
King Falafel; Sancho’s
Mondays; call first if
Omonia & Mykonos
that’s when you’re (6931 Third Ave.) is a large Italian deli
with its own bakery. Peek in back and
Hendricks Wines & Liquors thinking of visiting.)
Bakeries & Cafes: you’ll see bakers forming semolina
Tanoreen
breads and other specialties; their
Arachne Antiques & Cafe Omonia Café (7612
cheese cakes are $3.99 and they make
T
h
i
r
d
A
v
e
.
,
Provence-en-Boite
their own cheese (mozzarella is $1.99/
718.491.1435)
is
a
Caffe Café
smaller version of the pound, ricotta is $2.99/pound). Bay

hird Ave. is Bay Ridge’s
“Restaurant Row.” You’ll find
Thai, Indian, Mexican, Japanese, French, Italian, Chinese,
Greek, Polish and other cuisines here—a
true smorgasbord! I’ve focused on a few
eateries that stood out to me, for their
interesting menus, reasonable prices,
polite service and a satisfying meal.
Overall I’d rather eat Indian in Jackson
Heights, Greek in Astoria, Chinese in one
of the Chinatowns, and so on. I did find a
few places that are above noshing caliber but very nice and will mention those
in NoshNotes in the next issue . I welcome your input on others you’ve enjoyed. NOTE: This tour begins at Bay
Ridge Ave. (equivalent to 69th St.).
Restaurants: One of the first you’ll encounter is Balbaa (6823 Third Ave.,
718.680.3366), an Egyptian place that
has a counterpart on Steinway Street in
Astoria. Informal, its menu offers a range
of Mediterranean appetizers and entrees
that include kebabs, grilled chicken and
lamb and other Egyptian specialties. I’ve
done well buying appetizers, including a
particular favorite of grilled peppers and
tomatoes in a hot pepper marinade.
Across the street Anopoli Ice Cream Parlor & Family Restaurant (6930 Third
Ave., 718.748.3863) has changed its
name but not its décor in over 50 years—
and has some of the original woodwork
when it first opened in the 1920s! Take
a look—but for eating it’s just diner-plus,
more for families wanting a night out in
an ambiance that tolerates toddlers.
Polonica Restaurant (7214 Third Ave.)
offers typical Polish pierogies
(dumplings), blintzes and kielbasa
(sausage) and other dishes. The priciest
is a combination that features kielbasa
(Polish sausage), three pierogi and
stuffed cabbage for $8.50. (Almost next
door is Polbridge Deli, which sells Polish
foods.) Yasser Madbouly opened King
Falafel (7408 Third Ave., 718-7454188), about 20 years ago, one of the
first Middle Eastern arrivals to Bay Ridge.
Then living in Philadelphia, he’d read
that Third Avenue was an up-and-coming
restaurant venue. He took the chance
and has done well. When I asked him
to explain why his place is different, he
ascribes it to cooking skills of his partner and chief chef, Salwa Baydoun, , and
a willingness to try new things. Plus, the
menu itself has great variety—perhaps
mirroring the staff: Madbouly is Egyptian,
Baydoun is Lebanese, and the manager
is Moroccan. The menu has two spinach
1 Baalbaa
2 The Family Store;
Nordic Specialties;
Cangiano’s Market
3 Anapoli
4 Bay Ridge Fish Market
5 Polonica & Polbridge Mkt.
Third Ave. Farmers Mkt.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 Areo (see note, p. 2)

Greek café of this

(Continued on page 6)
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bic Lutheran Church, for
Christian Arabs, and
many attend mainstream
churches. See page 6.)
Restaurants: First, walk
south one block to
Hinsch’s (8518 Fifth
Avenue, 718.748.2854);
it’s an old-fashioned eatery that’s interesting
mainly to see that something like this still exists,
with an old-fashioned
counter, old-fashioned
Lola Bell and her son, William, are two thirds of the
booths, and prices that
owners of Lola Bell’s Restaurant—
are
almost
oldthe other is Lola’s husband, Gerard
fashioned! The owners
also sell chocolates in all
sorts of shapes, including one shaped like a computer and and the tagine I had of lamb with prunes
another like a firefighter. which they and almond tasted rushed—the flavors
make in a factory on Third Avenue in hadn’t blended completely. Other tagine
Bay Ridge. Sunflower (8020 Fifth Ave- variations use chicken or lamp with onnue, 718.491-9051) is the only Mexi- ion and raisins, olive and lemon, and so
can-Japanese restaurant I’ve ever seen, on. (Just writing this makes my mouth
and you can get sushi, teriyaki, tacos water!) There is also a fish tagine and a
and other Mexican goodies here. (Full fish brochette. The place is small—
disclosure: I didn’t try it.) Mazza Plaza maybe six tables—and very pleasant,
(8002 Fifth Avenue, 718.238.9576) is with Moroccan pop playing in the backthe first of the Middle Eastern places ground and a plate of peppery olives
you’ll see. It’s a large, newish place with fresh pita to keep you busy while
founded by the Karam family that previ- you wait to be served. Bahry Fish Market
ously owned Karam, listed above, on & Restaurant (484 Bay Ridge Ave.
Fourth Ave.. Somewhat ruefully, the 718.680.8135) is an informal Egyptian
manager told me that the Karams sold place where you can either buy fresh
the name when they sold the restau- fish to take home or have a meal on the
rant, and can’t use it now. Mazza Plaza premises, including fish sandwiches (all
has a rich list of specialties, including $5, served with pita and salad); entrees
zataar (thyme, sesame and olive oil), of fried fish (whiting, shrimp, calamari)
cheese and meat “pizzas” (made with and grilled fish. You’ll pay $10 to $13
crispy pita bread), roast chicken, and for the main meals. I had written up La
chicken, lamb and beef kebabs, as well Stella Restaurant at 7519 Fifth Avenue
as the dips and Middle Eastern salads with great pleasure—this cozy Neapolithat so many foodies love. The key to tan place was my favorite Italian restaumany of the dishes is how they’re rant in Bay Ridge. But as I was finishing
herbed, and Mazza does an amazing job this issue, I saw that it had closed, alas,
at this! The Moroccan Maison du Cous- and was being replaced by Dunkin’
cous (484 77th Street, 718.921.2400) Donuts. (See my note on page 2– I’ll
has found a terrific niche by offering make up for this!) Lola Bell’s Café (7428
variations of lamb, vegetarian, chicken Fifth Avenue, 718.921.6200) is located
and dessert couscous (the last flavored in a former bank, and one waitress told
with sugar, almond and cinnamon). me how the kitchen was built out of the
They are economical at original vaults. Anyway, you won’t see
10 Lola Bell’s Cafe
1 Hinsch’s
$7.25 (for the vegetarian the vaults, but what you will see is a
couscous) to $9 (for the large place that is nonetheless very per2 Il Mediterraneo (see p.2) 11 Gino’s (see note, p. 2)
couscous royal made with sonable because of the idiosyncratic
12 Al-Halabi Nuts &
3 Sunflower; Mazza
chicken, lamb and vegeta- décor and the fact that tables aren’t
Pyramid Gifts
Plaza
bles). You can also get squished together but have a reason13 Arayssi Bakery
4 A&S Greek Market
tagines – Moroccan stew - able amount of space! And it’s low pres14 Albeddawi Shopping
5 A&D Turkish Market
here. A truly authentic sure— you can get just a drink or some6 El-Amir Moroccan Mkt. Center
tagine (which refers to the thing more and make yourself at home:
15 Delta Trading
& Bay Ridge Bakery
clay pot in which the stew part of the draw of Lola Bell’s is the
7 La Maison du Couscous; 16 Siwa Grill
is prepared) would have book exchange, where you can bring in
Zahran Egyptian Mkt.; 17 Islamic Center
to be ordered ahead of old books and buy others at a deep disLeske’s Bakery
time because of the hours count. (Some new books are also for
NOT ON MAP:
8 Jean Danet Bakery &
required for preparation sale.) William Bell, son of Gerard and
Karam (8519 Fourth Ave.) and very slow cooking, but Lola Bell, with whom he shares ownerBahry’s Fish
that’s not the case here, ship, did some of the construction here.
9 Majlander & Mulgannon AS Mkt. (8614 5th Ave.)
f Third Avenue is Restaurant Row,
Fifth Avenue has a bit of everything , including markets, restaurants and bakeries. The most
noteworthy feature is the dense presence of shops selling products from
North Africa and the Middle East. Larger
than the Arabic-speaking communities
on Steinway Street in Astoria and along
Atlantic Avenue in downtown Brooklyn,
Bay Ridge is home to a growing community of Christian and Muslim Arabs. and
the variety of foods you’ll find here is
impressive. At the same time, you’ll find
a number of other excellent markets
and bakeries—Greek, Turkish, French
and Danish… and a hint of Bay Ridge as
it was in the 1950s!
The tour: I recommend, first, that you
read this section all the way through to
help plan your walk and, second, that
you start at 86th St. and Fourth Avenue
(the only places on Fourth I’m mentioning),. There you’ll find the popular
Karam Lebanese Restaurant (8519
Fourth Avenue, 718.745.5227). It’s a
small, friendly place with inexpensive
dips, breads, shish kebabs and spicy
vegetable dishes, but with an excellent
reputation. One extra-hot day I got fresh
lemonade there for $2.50. It tasted
slightly different from any other lemonade I’d ever had: The secret ingredient
was rosewater!
Then walk east to Fifth Avenue . Over
the next 17 blocks due north, to 68th
Street, you will encounter a remarkable
range of markets and eateries, but as
you walk north, around the mid-70s, you
will see signs in Arabic whose numbers
will increase as you walk, marking shops
and eateries representing Egypt, Morocco, Lebanon, Palestine and other
countries. These eventually lead to the
Islamic Center of Bay Ridge at 6807
Fifth Avenue. Next door you’ll find Islamic Books & Tapes (6805 Fifth Avenue), where I saw Saudi black seed
honey for sale for $10. (Not all Bay
Ridge residents of Arab descent are
Muslim; not far from the mosque, at
345 Ovington Street, is the Salam Ara-
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Fifth Avenue
The gorgeous carved wood bar is 102 years old,
retrieved from a place that closed, but some of
the other decor is 100% Home Depot, with imitation pressed-tin ceilings and marbleized arches
that Lola Bell painted herself. The effects work.
The setting is like a gigantic living room, with
couches and plush chairs, as well as dark wood
tables. Jazz is played Saturday nights at 9PM (no
cover charge), and the café has the advantage of
being on a corner where the sidewalk is just a big
wider than elsewhere, so in warm weather, tables
are set up outside. The cuisine is contemporary
American – assorted appetizers and soups;
grilled Portobello mushrooms; mozzarella and
arugula salads; panini sandwiches. Siwa Grill
(6915 Fifth Avenue, 718.748.3271) isn’t much
to look at, but it has some of the more esoteric
Arabic dishes I found. You’ll see the tagines –
clay pots to prepare Moroccan stews - lined up in
front, but the menu also has Egyptian specialties, including baked dove – a waitress pointed
them out to me (but they weren’t listed on the
menu I saw). The menu includes many vegetarian stews, including okra, spinach, zucchini and a
combination, for just $6, including rice and salad.
Markets: Before you head north on Fifth Avenue,
walk a half block south to AS Italian Specialties
(8614 Fifth Ave.), which calls itself the “best kept
secret in Brooklyn.” Indeed. I’d never heard of it,
but stumbled on it a few days before I closed this
issue, so I didn’t have a chance to learn more
about it, but was taken with the range and quality
of the cheeses, meats and especially the prepared dishes. Then, as you head north, you’ll
have to walk another six blocks before you hit the
first of many markets. The first worth visiting is
A&D Turkish Halal Meat & Grocery (7919 Fifth
Avenue), which has a wonderful selection of Turkish nuts and dried fruits among its vast inventory,
which also includes halal marshmallows! Across
the street, A&S Greek Market (7918 Fifth Avenue) has a very good selection of Greek products
if you can’t get to Astoria. Prices are slightly
higher here—there’s no competition! One of my
favorite markets in Bay Ridge is Al-Amir Moroccan Market (7813 Fifth Avenue), which has an
awesome window display of Moroccan coffee
urns and other bronze and copper items. In the
store, in addition to foodstuffs (there’s also a
butcher, and a whole lamb was advertised at
$2.98 when I was there), you’ll find elaborate
glass tea sets plus spices and pastries. The middle of the store is packed with shelves of tagines,
the clay pots used to prepare Moroccan stews;
most are $20. Among the Egyptian markets in
the area is the large Zahran (7618 Fifth Avenue),
which is packed with fresh and packaged goods,
and also sells Egyptian water pipes and the fruit
flavor tobacco smokers use. My caveat is that
some of the products appear to have sat on
shelves for months, and the container of one
cheese spread I bought nearly exploded when I
opened it. Mejlander & Mulgannon (7615 Fifth
Ave., 718.238.6666) specializes in Irish, Scottish
and Norwegian products. You’ll find Norwegian
fish cakes and a fascinating brown goat cheese
(gjestost), which I bought; it has an unexpected
and rich caramel-like flavor. Although you’re supposed to eat it on bread or crackers, I cut superthin slices and ate it plain. It’s like dessert! You’ll
NOSHNEWS

also find Swedish lingonberry
jam, Finncrisps from Finland,
and so on. Pyramid Gifts (7219
Fifth Avenue) is a remarkable
place. In front of the store, a
table is packed with miniature
pyramids, images of King Tut
and other Egyptian icons. Inside,
it’s a coffee shop and gift shop,
where men are smoking water
pipes, sipping tea or coffee, and
playing board games. I saw
some marvelous wood tambourines for sale, as well as embroidered pillow covers and other
textiles. Al-Halabi Nuts (7207
Fifth Avenue, 718.833.5900) is
part of a Beirut-based chain that
sells nuts, dried fruit and sweets
from Lebanon. The one in Bay
Ridge is fairly new – and it’s a
child’s (and adult’s) dream. At
Albeddawi Shopping Center
(7128 Fifth Avenue,
718.748.8944), , which is one The Egyptian influence is spreading along Fifth Avenue
of the friendlier Arabic markets I
in Bay Ridge, where stores like the Arabesque Café
visited, you’ll find loose coffee above offer refreshments, gifts and a meeting place
for just $3.99/pound, and you
for friends from home.
can buy it with cardamom
ground into it. The cardamom is
in an adjacent bin for $12.99/pound but you only been in Bay Ridge for years. In addition to the
need a small amount, and the Palestinian owner traditional baklavas and other familiar pastries,
will help make the blend. I’ve always loved Najjar you can get Lebanese-style ice cream, which has
brand coffee that you find in many Middle East- a creamier texture and slightly different flavoring
ern neighborhoods, especially the one that has than what we’re used to. It’s actually made in
cardamom mixed in, but buying it fresh is sensa- Warren, Michigan, but there aren’t many local
tional! The store also has a general inventory of places that carry it, the manager explained, beproducts from Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, Syria, cause it’s expensive: $7 a quart, which also covLebanon and other countries in the region. An ers shipping of refrigerated dairy products. The
interesting find was sliced mortadella with pista- two flavors are pistachio and achta (pronounced
chio pieces (8 ounces for $3.99) The number of “ashtta”), which is made of what the manager
Egyptian coffee shops, markets and gift shops described as “heavy milk” (and insisted that it
will grow as you approach the Islamic center. One wasn’t cream!) ☼
nice, friendly place I found was Delta Trading
(6815 Fifth Avenue), with very good produce,
water pipes, and more.
Bakeries: There are several great ones here! The
A Digression...
first to visit is “spluscious” Bay Ridge Bakery
(7805 Fifth Avenue, 718.238-0014), which of- I found a cluster of Italian restaurants and
fers a large selection of French and Italian pas- couple of markets around Third Avenue
tries and breads, and a sub-specialty in Greek between 89th and 93rd Streets (and also a
pastries. Founder John Nikolopoulos, who Starbucks). This area is technically Fort
opened the shop in 1974, was born in Greece. Hamilton, but I must recommend two places.
His son, Nick, now runs it with him. Leske’s Bak- The first is Piazza Mercato (9204 Third Ave.,
ery (7612 Fifth Avenue, 718.680.2323, closed 718.513.0071), a high-level market that
Monday and Tuesday) is the only Scandinavian opened in summer 2002. Besides the Italian
baker left in Bay Ridge. Specialties include Dan- meats, cheeses, pastas and other products for
ish kringlers—large, pretzel-shaped pastries cov- sale, Piazza Mercato lists over 100 sandwich
ered with custard or raspberry jam— and Swedish combinations that can be made on your choice
lempe bread, a type of pumpernickel. Otherwise, of four breads baked in-house. Piazza’s ownit’s a fairly conventional place. Jean Danet ers also operate called Paneantico (9124 Third
French Pastry (7526 Fifth Avenue, Ave.), a beautiful café that serves sandwiches,
718.836.7566) is simply amazing. Look at the soups, quiches and desserts. Both are owned
th
meringues in the shop window, as well as the by Royal Crown (6512 14 Avenue), which
operates
another
Paneantico
at 6308 14th
various fruit tarts, pastries an pieces on display.
Avenue
(which
I
haven’t
yet
visited).
At the
Prices aren’t that high: small pastries are $2.25
to $2.50, a fabulous mixed fruit tart is $12.25, piazza, I bought a delicious scamozza con
and pineapple, blueberry, and cherry cheese- burro, a semi-soft cheese with a chunk of
cakes are $10. Arayssi (7216 Fifth Avenue, sweet butter in it. It’s made for grilling on a
718.745-2115) is a Lebanese bakery that has slice of country bread and is just divine. ☼

Salam Evangelical Church: A real Brooklyn Bridge
nue), which began as a Danish Lutheran Church
but was handed over to an Arabic Lutheran
congregation some years ago when the original
membership had dropped below viability. In its
new incarnation, the church functions as a
unique bridge in Bay Ridge, working with a
immigrant communities from around the world,
with other local religious institutions (including
Bay Ridge’s one synagogue) and forming links
with the growing Muslim Arabic community.
You get a sense of this when you visit the
church and see a welcome sign in English, Arabic, Spanish and Chinese. Inside, students in an
English-as-a-Second Language class are clearly
from many backgrounds. There are two Sunday services, one in English and one in Arabic.
Pastor Khader El-Yateem, born in Palestine,
possesses a warm charisma that immediately
puts a visitor at ease and represents a necessary
type of leadership in a community that could be
Khader El-Yateem, Pastor,
fractious. During my own wanderings, I heard
Salam Arabic Lutheran Church
some expressions of antagonism against
ou can experience Bay Ridge in a nut- “newcomers” to Bay Ridge from some oldtimers—the result, I think, of unfamiliarity
shell by visiting Salam Arabic Lumore than anything else. The changes here have
theran Church (345 Ovington Avebeen rapid and startling for some. Fortunately,

Y

A Garden Grows in Brooklyn

J

ing. You can “adopt” a tree or
oan Regan won’t
make a donation to support
dare compare the
specific garden areas. The
Narrows Botanilandscape includes a Zen garcal
Ga rdens
den that uses rock designs to
(NBG) to the ones you’ll
depict the Verrazzano Bridge,
see in the Bronx, Brookthe Twin Towers (which
lyn or Queens. The four
could once be seen in the disacres she and other Bay
tance from here) and other
Ridge residents rescued
Brooklyn and Manhattan,
from botanical neglect in
linked by the Brooklyn
1996 are tiny in compariBridge. (You have to see it.)
son. But what you’ll see if
you take a tour is a fourThe Gardens host gardening
acre haven of love— and
awards as well as pet shows,
a supreme example of
concerts and art exhibits. Free
how individuals can make
movies this summer will ina real difference in their
clude “It Happened One
environment with enough
spunk and savvy. Among Joan Regan and Betty Thompson Night” (July 10), “Fiddler on
the Roof” (August 7) and
other challenges was the
are local garden activists
“Dial M for Murdesire of Xaverian High
der” (September 5). All start
School, across the street, to turn the space into a
permanent ball field. “It was a battle ,” says at sundown with a rain date one week later.
Regan, but she and other Bay Ridgians won the Getting to the Gardens is easy by mass transit:
day after active organizing and networking with Exit the R train at 68th Street and catch the B1
various politicians and others powers-that-be, bus on Bay Ridge Avenue marked Shore Road.
and formed a non-profit to fund-raise for the Take it to the last stop, which drops you off in
gardens. Since it’s a public space, much of the front of Xaverian High School, across the street
garden area is maintained by the City of New from the Garden entrance at Shore Road and
York. But, similar to the Central Park Conser- 72nd Street. For more information call
vancy, members of NBG take responsibility for 718.748.9848 or see www.narrowsbg.org Enjoy
members “adopt” major upkeep and new plant- your visit! ☼
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Pastor El-Yateem’s leadership has been boosted
with a Lutheran Brotherhood Foundation grant
to encourage its urban ministry, which includes
such social services as a food bank, a clothing
collection, immigration and citizenship counseling, and women’s discussion groups (headed
by El-Yateem’s wife, Grace).
Although a few former Danish church members
still attend services from time to time, most
members come from countries throughout the
Middle East and Egypt. The church sanctuary
still has a model of a large Viking ship suspended from its ceiling—it’s worth seeing!☼
(Continued from page 3)

Ridge Fish Market (7220 Third Ave.) also sells
many variations of fish and chips to go. Bay
Ridge has its share of produce markets but only
Third Ave. Farmer’s Market (7405 Third Ave.)
stood out for its variety, even though it’s chaotic
and crowded. It has pale yellow and purple bell
peppers, lots of different greens, long Chinese
gourds, produce for Mexican cooking, and so
on. Hendricks Wines & Liquors (7624 Third
Ave.), a Bay Ridge old-timer (67 years in business, said the owner!) stands out for its Greek
specialties on this very Greek block! ☼

Back issues of NoshNews
are available!
($5 each; discounts for quantity)
Some are also available in
PDF format, with color photos.
Issue #1, Sunnyside, Queens (always free!)
Issue #2: Bridging Brooklyn: Sunset Park
Issue #3: “Renaissance” neighborhoods in
the Bronx and Central Harlem
Issue #4: Astoria, Queens
Issue #5: Kosher Neighborhoods of Brooklyn
(Borough Park, Crown Heights, Kings Highway,
Midwood & Williamsburg)
Issue #6: Belmont–Little Italy of the Bronx
Issue #7: Siempre: East Harlem
Issue #8: Jackson Heights, Queens
Issue #9: Greenpoint, Brooklyn
Issue #10: Slices of Midtown (Manhattan):
Ninth Avenue, (34th-54th Sts.);
Little Seoul (32nd St., 5th Ave. & Broadway);
Curry Hill (Lexington Ave., 26th to 29th Sts.)

Issue #11: Flushing: East Meets East
Issue #12: Brighton Beach, Brooklyn
Issue #13: Lower East Side & Chinatown
Issue #14: Queens Cornucopia: Woodside,
Richmond Hill and Rego Park/Forest Hills

Buy a complete set of NoshNews
(Issues 1-14) for $55 and save $10!

Issue #15 (Spring 2003)

Scandinavia in New York
Bay Ridge and of neighborhoods elsewhere in
Brooklyn. Included in her collection are photographs, letters, maps, articles and even clothing, replicas of old boats, plaques, menus and
a spinning wheel. She sets up traveling exhibits, organizes special events about Scandinavian New York, and gives lectures about the
community. Hofmo is passionate about what
she does and seems to know everything. If
you doubted the importance or impact of
Scandinavian settlement in New York City,
she’ll change your mindset! Without much
prompting she’ll tell you about the Norwegian
Deaconess Hospital at 2nd Avenue and 55th
Street, the location of a Scandinavian travel
agency that has since closed; the fact that the
Norwegian Old Age home is growing, and
so—surprise—is the Gjoa Sports Club! And
more...

Coming in NoshNews:
ISSUE #16: BITES OF THE BRONX:
CITY ISLAND, WOODLAWN & OTHER
NEIGHBORHOODS
And you can look forward (in no specific order) to…Caribbean Crown Heights, Brooklyn:
Tropical Delight Ò Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn:
Middle Eastern Marvels Ò Little Accra: African markets & restaurants in the Bronx Ò
Washington Heights, Manhattan: Quisqueya
on the Hudson… and a little Russia Ò Bensonhurst, Brooklyn: Continental Drifts Ò North
& West Harlem: Soul & Salsa Ò Jamaica
Queens—Not-So-Hidden Treasures Ò Corona
& Elmhurst: Around the world on few subway
stops Ò East Village: Where it’s still at… and

many more neighborhoods

Victoria Hofmo, born and raised in Bay Ridge,
now dedicates herself to maintaining the area’s
Victoria is involved with the committee that
Scandinavian Heritage.

A

lthough the Scandinavian population in Bay Ridge has declined
from a high of 250,000 in the
1950s, its traditions are being preserved by the Scandinavian East Coast Museum (formerly the Norwegian American Collection) which was launched December 1996.
Don’t look for an address, though; it’s more of
a “virtual” museum, maintained by Bay Ridge
native Victoria Hofmo, president and founder
of the museum, who collects archives and artifacts related to the Scandinavian heritage of

organizes the annual Norwegian Independence
Day events, including a parade and the Viking
Fest that’s held in Owl’s Head Park, located at
68th Street and Narrows Avenue. This year it
will be on Saturday, May 17—the actual date
of Norwegian Independence Day—from noon
until five. You’ll be able to see a replica of a
Viking ship and actors reenacting Viking escapades. The Parade starts at 1:30 on May 18th
and marches down Third Avenue from 88th
Street to Leif Ericsson Park at Sixth Avenue
and 66th Street. (By the way, Nordic Delicacies sponsors an annual Norwegian Festival
every October 13—the day after Columbus

And look THIS FALL for

Nosh New York!
The Food Lover’s Guide to New York City’s
Most Delicious Neighborhoods,
Myra Alperson’s guidebook on great ethnic
eating and shopping in New York City,
to be published by St. Martin’s Press.

Day—to celebrate Viking discoveries of America that predated Columbus!)
For more information call 718.748.5950 or see
www.scandinavian-museum.org

What’s cooking?
KRUMKRAKER (Crumb Cakes)

TABOULI (Cracked wheat salad)

Thanks to Arlene Rutuelo of Nordic Delicacies

Thanks to Yasser Madbouly of King Falafel

INGREDIENTS
One egg; sugar; butter or margarine; flour
(Makes 9 krumkaker)

INGREDIENTS
Parsley, bulghur (very fine), scallion, very ripe
tomato, lemon, olive oil, fresh mint, salt
For every bunch of parsley, use 1/2 half bunch
of scallion, 1 teaspoon of bulghur and one
large, very ripe tomato.

Weigh the eggs (with shell on). To the weight
of each egg add the same weight each of
sugar, butter and flour. Heat krumkrake iron
(similar to a waffle iron) , ungreased, until a
drop of water spatters on its surface. Butter
iron slightly for the first two cakes. Place a
generous tablespoon of batter in the middle if
the iron and close. Bake over medium heat until golden. Remove cake with a fork and immediately roll up into cone or cylinder shape.

DIRECTIONS (no cooking required!)
1 Chop parsley and scallion very fine; dice tomato into very small pieces.
2 Mix together, with bulghur, and add lemon
juice, olive oil, some fresh mint and a little
salt to taste.
3 Let sit for 15 to 20 minutes.

Variation: Shape the krumkake in a small bowl
and serve a a dessert filled with whipped
cream and fruit of your choice.

4 Eat!

NOTE: Unless otherwise credited, all text and photos are by Myra Alperson/NoshNews & NoshWalks
and may not be reproduced without permission. Copyright 2003
NOSHNEWS
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Nosh your way from
Odessa to Bombay…
and never leave New York!.

NoshNotes
If you were a fan of Nazar Turkish Restaurant at
42-03 Queens Boulevard in Sunnyside, you’ll find
that it has a new name but (almost) the same menu.
It’s now known as Mavi’s (718.392.3838).
In Issue #13 (Lower East Side & Chinatown), I ran
a photo that I took last summer of a Chinese street
vendor who had a table on East Broadway, in front
of a mall at 77 East Broadway that was under construction under the Manhattan Bridge. She was
selling “street food”- Fujianese dumplings, cookies,
rice cakes and other snacks. What a nice surprise,
during a return visit in March to see that she now
has her own space in the mall facing right on to
East Broadway, so she can sell her wares directly to
passers-by.
Di Palo’s Fine Foods, which moved across Mott
Street in September from its old quarters at 206
Grand Street to a larger space 200 Grand Street, is
still always packed! In the old store, perhaps 10,
maybe 12, customers could squeeze inside. In the
new one, there’s seems to be space for three times
the number and it’s still packed on weekends.
Meanwhile, the old store is now Chinese .
A welcome arrival in Woodside, Queens, is Aubergine Café (49-22 Skillman Ave., 718.899.1735),
near Sunnyside Gardens. It’s not “ethnic” —just a
warm, homey place for coffee, a nosh or dessert.
Harlem updates: If you’re taking friends to Harlem some Sunday, check out Revival (2367 Frederick Douglass Boulevard at 127th St., 212.222-

8338). They have an all-you-can-eat Sunday brunch
for $15.99, which includes eggs-made-to-order and
a buffet with grits and other cereals, potatoes and
bacon and other meat, fruit, biscuits and more. Two
favorite treats now featured as tastes on the Harlem
NoshWalk that I lead with Valerie Jo Bradley of
Harlem Sole-to-Soul are Senegalese ginger beer
and thiakry, a delicious concoction of couscous,
sour cream, vanilla and fruit that’s eaten for breakfast or dessert. Just inhaling the ginger beer will
clear your sinuses! We get them at Le Baobab (120
W. 116th Street) or Keur Sokhna (225 W. 116th
Street), and you can buy them to go without having
a sit-down meal. But if you do eat at either place,
you’ll be hard-pressed to spend more than $10 for a
delicious and large traditional Senegalese fish or
meat stew. Hot sauce aficionados will have fun
here—but taste a small amount before you pour it
on! A new sighting is Mo Bay Uptown Restaurant & Lounge (17 W. 125th St., 212.876-9300),
with Caribbean, southern and soul food. I’ll get
back to you on this since I plan to check it out soon!

Ethiopian market (221 W. 116th Street) in Harlem use. It struck me that this isn’t a great revelation, when you think how close Yemen is to Ethiopia – but it’s fascinating to find this conjunction of
different cultures, isn’t it? By the way, Zion sells
delicious home-made dips on Fridays, including
several with smoky eggplant. I’ve realized that
Friday is the best (if busiest) time to visit Borough
Park, because that’s when families shop for Shabbat. So my upcoming tour there will be on a Friday.
Hope you can make it!

I enjoy not only meeting NoshNews subscribers
(especially on NoshWalks) but also learning how
they came about their own food passions. So it was
a delightful surprise to get a book in the mail from
Washington-based food writer Joel Denker, a
long-time subscriber. He has written The World on
a Plate (Westview Press, 2003), a history of America’s ethnic cuisine, which will be published in
June. It examines the Greek restaurant tradition, the
trajectories of Italian, East and South Asian, Jewish
and Latin food in the US, including the history of
In Borough Park I recently made a discovery at a yogurt, bodegas, falafel and other aspects of ethnic
shop I’ve patronized often—the Zion Market food that we’ve all come to know so well. Good
(4100 13th Avenue), which is Yemeni. On Fridays, luck, Joel!
and sometimes other days, they bake a delicious
pancake-like bread called lachlooch, which has the As many readers know, I’ve been working on my
spongy look and texture of injera bread that you own New York food book for a while now. Titled
find in Ethiopian restaurants, although this bread is Nosh New York: The Food Lover’s Guide to New
made with white flour rather than millet or teff, the York City’s Most Delicious Neighborhoods, it will
Ethiopian grain that the owners of Abyssinian be published this fall by St. Martin’s Press. Stay
tuned! ☼

